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Federal_Legal Authority

• Civil Rights Act (VI & VII)

• Rehabilitation Act (Section 504)

• Age Discrimination Act

• Americans with Disabilities Act

• Genetic Information Act 2
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Authority

• Hawai’i Revised Statutes Language Access

Recipients of state financial assistance, including grants
and purchase-of-service contracts, must take
reasonable steps to provide meaningful access to their
programs, services, and activities for persons with
limited English proficiency (LEP).

• Hawai’i Revised Statutes Breastfeeding in Public
Accommodations
Right to Time and Place

Breastfeeding in the work place
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What does Civil Rights
Compliance

Mean?

Funding and Enforcing Entities:

USDA FNS HCRC
USHHS EEOC

HUD OFCCP

SSA
DOE
DOJ
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Overview

Civil Rights Definitions, Goals, and Objectives
> Policies (2014)

Discrimination Complaint 4.10.1
Harassment Prevention 4.10.2
Services and Access 4.10.3
Access (language, disability,

communication & facilities) 4.10.4
DH RD Discrimination/Harassment-Free
Workplace and Reasonable Accommodation
Policies (601.001 and 002)
Bias-Free Language and Risky Behaviors
Reasonable Accommodation Overview
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DHS Civil Rights

Goal: Prevention

Objective:

To create awareness of our roles in providing
workplace and service areas that are free

from discriminatory practices toward
employees, clients and applicants.
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What is “Discrimination”?

The word discrimination means to “distinguish between”.
However, discrimination, as used in civil rights, is more than
distinction; it is action based on prejudice resulting in unfair treatment of
other people. To discriminate socially is to make a distinction between
people on the basis of a presumed category without regard to individual
merit. Examples include race, religion, gender, disability, ethnicity, sexual
orientation and age.

Distinctions between people which are based on individual merit
(such as personal achievement, wealth, or skill) are generally not
considered socially discriminatory.

In America, each individual’s civil rights include the right to
be free from government sponsored social discrimination.
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Unlawful Discrimination

An employment (or service) decision made
because of a person’s protected class

Employment decisions such as:

• Recruitment, hiring, assignment of work
• Training, compensation, benefits
• Evaluations, promotions, demotions
• Discipline and termination

8
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Awareness ::

Protected classes (Employment and Services)
Equal Pay
Age
Harassment
Sex!Gender (identity, expression, orientation)
Race

> Retaliation
Discrimination Complaint Process
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Protected Areas in Employment

FEDERAL Color
National Origin
Sex (including gender identity or

expression and sexual orientation)
Religion
Disability (physical or mental)
Age (over 40)
Pregnancy (and pregnancy related)

Federal ONLY Uniformed Service
Veteran Status
Citizenship Status (except as permissible

by applicable laws)
Genetic Information

10
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Protected Areas in
Access to Services

National Origin

FEDERAL Political Beliefs*

Race
Color
Sex
Religion
Disability
Age (over 40)

Ancestry STATE
Breast Feeding

*
Applies to SNAP Program (formerly Food Stamp) only

What’s covered?

I

Protected Classes in Hawall
in Employment

-

a

a

a

a

Race/Color
National origin
Ancestry
Sex (pregnancy and pregnancy related); Gender identity or expression
and sexual orientation

a Age (all ages)
a Disability (physical and mental)
a Religion
• Relationship status (including civil unions and same sex marriages)
a Arrest and court record (except as permitted by applicable laws)
• Breastfeeding (act of breastfeeding or expressing milk)
• National Guard absence
• Child support (income assignment)
a Association with a person with a disability
a Credit history or report (unless directly related to a bona fide

occupational qualification)
a Domestic or sexual violence victim status (if the domestic or sexual

violence victim provides notice to the victim’s employer of such status
or the employer has actual knowledge of such status)

12
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The Age Discrimination in

L

Employment Act (ADEA)

Applies to employers with 20 or
more employees.

Applies to individuals who are age
40 and over. (Hawaii all ages)
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Age as a Protected Class
What would you do?

Kim is the oldest employee in the division where she has
worked for 30 years. Her supervisor, Jill, has prevented Kim
from performing the more physical tasks because she is afraid
Kim will hurt herself. As a result, Kim’s co-workers have taken
to calling her “Granny.” Kim really doesn’t like this and asks
them to stop. They blow her off and continue using the
nickname.

• Jill is right to protect Kim because she is older, but Kim’s co
workers shourdn’t call her “Granny.”

• True
• False

• If you were Kim what would you do?
• If you were Jill what would you do?

14
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Age as a Protected Class

• Jill should not take it upon herself to limit
Kim’s job duties if Kim can perform them. It
doesn’t matter how old Kim is. Additionally it
has encouraged Kim’s co-workers to
nickname her because of her age.

• Would this answer be different if Kim were
the youngest employee in the office and Jill
didn’t allow her to perform the more difficult
tasks, and her co-workers were referring to
her as “Barbie?”
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Harassment Defined

• Any unwelcome verbal or physical
conduct based on:

Race

Color

Sex (Gender), Identity or Expression

Religion

National origin - ex: LEP

Age

Disability - ex: MENTAL HEALTH
16
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Harassment

DHS P&P 4.10.2 (2011)

Is UNLAWFUL
when:

• It is based on a protected factor

• It alters terms and conditions

17

___

DHS Liability

• Affirmative defense
• No tangible employment action
• DHS exercised reasonable care to prevent and

promptly correct any harassing behavior AND
• Employee unreasonably failed to take advantage

of any preventive or corrective opportunities that
were provided

• DHS duty is triggered when its supervisor knows
or should have known of unlawful conduct.

18
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Identifying and Preventing

Workplace Harassment
Educate and Monitor

>Listen and Investigate

Take Timely Corrective Action

Set the standard; prevent workplace
harassment

19

DHS’ Discrimination Complaint
Policy and Procedures 4.10.1

Forms available at

http://humanservices.hawaii.gov

In the Civil Rights Corner

Discussion/Questions

20
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Know the difference

• Discrimination is based upon the perception of the
client’employee that he/she is discriminated against
based on one or more of the protected factors.

• Workplace violence is an act of aggression that the
victim perceives as a threat to his/her safety, health
and well being.

a Contact, PERS/ERS at 586-4984 to discuss your
particular situation relative to workplace violence.

• Contact Geneva Watts/PERS/CRCS at 586-4955 to
discuss your particular situation relative to
discrimination, harassment, retaliation or reasonable
accommodation.

• Contact union representative to discuss your particular
situation relative to misconduct or Labor Relations
Staff (Kevin Shiraishi, 586-4979) if you need technical
assistance in handling staff misconduct issues.

21

Rights and Responsibilities

(Access Hawaii Rights & Responsibility
Brochure - DHS 050, 2014)

Available in public waiting areas, on employee bulletin boards,
applications and in the Civil Rights Corner.

22
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Complaint Process

a Individuals who believe they have been
subjected to discrimination based on
national origin or any protected basis
may file a complaint on
DHS Forms 6000 and 6006 (2014)
httr://humanservices. hawaiLcjov

a CRCS will initiate an investigation

23

DHS Discrimination Complaint

and Consent Release
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Discrimination Complaint
Requirements

i Right to file complaint concurrently

Must be informed of complaint process in writing

u Forms, brochures, posters in multiple languages

Guidelines should be clear

u Procedures, processes and forms readily available

25

Discriminatory Retaliation
is Prohibited

> it is unlawful to penalize, punish or deny
any employment status because that
person opposed discrimination or
participated in any way (ex: as a witness)
in the investigation of a charge

> It is unlawful to penalize, punish or deny
(or delay) any services or benefits
because that person opposed
discrimination or participated in any way
(ex: as a witness) in the investigation of a
charge 26
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___

Retaliation

• Adverse employment action

• In response to or in an attempt to
prevent
• Opposing a discriminatory practice
• Participating in an employment

discrimination investigation or proceeding
• Making a request for reasonable

accommodation

27

Retaliation N 0 T

• Petty slights and annoyances, such as stray
negative comments in an otherwise positive
or neutral evaluation

• Snubbing a colleague
• Negative comments that are justified by an

employee’s poor work performance or history
• Requests by a supervisor to improve or

increase work productivity

28
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Retaliation Example
-.

Sammy, a painter at DHS, made an
internal complaint against his supervisor
for race discrimination. Two weeks
later, his supervisor reassigned Sammy
to standard laborer tasks. His pay and
working hours did not change
.True
• False

29

__

Retaliation continued

• Retaliation can occur:
• when an employee is transferred to a less

desirable work assignment, even if the pay and
working hours do not change

• When a complaint is filed or one has participated
as a witness in a complaint investigation process

• Complainant must meet “but/for” test for cause.

30
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Part I Language Access
National Origin

Language Access (Interpretation)

DHS 5000
DHS 5050

Translation Helena Manzano, LEP
Project Manager

31

Language Access
Requirements

Opportunities for clients and applicants, to
participate in programs, services and activities.

Clients and program participants shall be informed of their right to:

Non-discriminatory service provision

Accommodations

Free interpreter services

Filing a discrimination complaint

32
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Whattodo
Step 1: Determine the primary language spoken.
• Check application form
• Use “I speak” cards http://www.Iep.gov
• Telephone Interpreter service 1-866 874 3972

CODE (six digits)
• Poster (FLAG AND OLA 2012)—LOCAL PHONE #

General Interpreter Services 1 888 764 7586
* SCRIPT and Google Translate (voice)

Once you have established the primary language
you will need to make timely arrangements for an
interpreter and document your efforts in the case
notes/log of contacts.

33

Howtodoit
Step 2: Getting an interpreter.

• • Contact a DHS employee (preferably familiar with program).
DHS Volunteer
For current listing (586-4955 or gwatts@dhs.hawaii.gov)

arrange an appointment with the client and interpreter

• Contact Telephone Interpreter seice where available

• Arrange for an interpreter for the formal interview

• There are other resources for interpreters that are
available to you:

• DCAB Listing

• Court Interpreter Listing

• V . Google Translate (voice) 34
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Working with the Interpreter

• The interpreter shall read, initial and date

the Interpreter Code of Ethics

• Document in log of contacts/contact notes :

• Copyand place in case record. ç

The interpreter shall provide a

2

Confirmation statement to confirm to

his/her qualifications

• Verify signature on Confirmation and place in
case notes or log of contacts.

• Copy and file in case record.

/

DHS Interpreter Form

.,___ and Code of Ethics

Interpreter Code of Ethics
1. Accuracy

‘‘ a. Interpreters shall convey the message and

uwuwn
tone of the speakers accurately and completely.

u,,n.
without adding or deleting anything.
b. Interpreters shall accurately interpret offensive

,,,un.,u,,.., langaage, obscenities, and senual

0 terminology and shall maintain composure while
interpreting in emotionally charged

C iv,,i,.,ui,b,Mu uuswuu,,wn..,u.,p,unM..,., situations.
,,i.”,’ c. Interpreters shall seek clarification when

needed.
r,,,.,aru,w,,uiume.,., ,.,. d. Upon recognizing that a communication may

have been misunderstood, interpreters may
bring the possible misauderstandiog to the

wevuau. attention of the provider, who will decide how te
,,.,.., resolve it. (Not to be done in legal proceedings.)

,,. 2. Confidentiality
a. Interpreters shall keep confidential all

u,
assignment-related infcirmafion and shall not
divulge

.‘ ‘,,a,a.,.uu, any information obtained through their

cn,,.,.enuu ,...,,, assignments, including but not limited to
information

.,,i,,uew.,wev,,a.uiu.w,. gained through access to documents or other
,..u.,.. e.nuwI.,w.g,Iu,da,,. written materials.

3. Impartiality
a. Interpreters shall refrain from accepting an
assignment when fansly, personal
profesofonal relationships affect anpartiafty.
b. Interpreters ubal reveal any relationship with
apartythatmightbeperceivedasaconfhctnf 36
interest.
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Interpreter Services Waiver

• When a client declines free interpreter services offered by
DHS, document in your log of contacts:

• Your efforts in providing free interpreter services
• The client’s declining such offer and the date and reason.

• The DHS shall provide a form and alternate interpreter
verification/documentation in client’s primary language.

• If the client is unable to read in primary language, oral
translation will be necessary.

• As a DHS employee, you shall document your efforts in
providing free appropriate and timely interpreter services
in your log of contacts or case notes.

37

Offer and Acceptance or Waiver of
LFreeIiiterpreInterpreter Services

OFFER AND ACCEflANCE Oil WAIVER OF
FREE INTERPRETER SERVICES

0

2. 0 I If N f I €fpfflsfgf N

0 I ffII.fg Ig!ffgf.

tfVffl,s d phihi fflf dg1S)
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Interpreter Requirements

Proficient in more than one language

Avoid using a client’s friend, family, minor children.

Document client waiver of free interpreter service.

Arrange before bringing client in whenever possible.

Use DHS volunteers appropriately.

Examine credentials (over age of 18)

- Your particular program may require you to provide an
interpreter for your use to verify that the communication is
correct, accurate and understood by the client or applicant
even when the client provides his/her own interpreter.

39

4, National Or in Example

• Ashari speaks with a thick accent. Her co
workers occasionally ask her to repeat herself
so they can understand what she is saying.
One day Mike gets frustrated because he
can’t understand Ashari and makes fun of the
way she talks.
• There is nothing wrong with Mike’s behavior

because Ashari is in Hawaii and should speak
English so everyone can understand her.

• True
• False

40
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Protected Class—National Origin

• Accents are a component of national origin
and/or ancestry therefore discrimination or
harassment because of an accent would
violate DH RD’s Discrimination/Harassment-
Free Workplace Policy and DHS Harassment
Prevention policy.

• Mike might not have gone as far as to create
a hostile or offensive work environment for
Ashari, but his conduct would violate
Discrimination/Harassment-Free workplace
policies.

41

___

Remember

Inform LEP individuals of their right to free
interpreter services
Avoid using a client’s/applicant’s friend or family
member or minor to interpret

> Contact one or more interpreter services (phone,
e-mail, on-line, in-person)
Use DHS Volunteer Interpreters as appropriate
and needed

- Provide information on process for filing a
Discrimination Complaint and/or a service
complaint when service delivery is unacceptable

42
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Remember (continued)

your efforts and the decision of the client to accept or
decline the free interpreter service.

Ensure that LEP applicants, potential applicants and clients are:
Given adequate, timely and correct information
Understanding of what services and benefits are available
Effectively communicating relevant circumstances of their
situation
Documentation of services provided or client’s declination of
offered free interpreter service
Provided a comprehensive language assistance program,
written policies, interpreter and/or translation services and
effective communication devices.

43

,‘ Language Encounter Report/s

44
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Remember Access to
Government Services

,_IL is a Civil Right

Granted by the U.S. Constitution

Civil rights include the right to:

free speech,
privacy,
equal protection and due process.

The right not to be discriminated in government services
falls under equal protection which means that everyone
shall be treated equally no matter the race, sex, religion
or national origin and other protected factors.

45

Part II

Bias Free Language
(Language Matters)

and

Risky Behaviors
(Do and Don’t)

46
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Bias- Free Language

How Do We Continue to Remove Our

Stereotypes in Communicating with

our

Employees and Clients?

___

Bias-Free Language

Chairman Chair Person

Fireman Fire Fighter

Waiter Server

Oriental Asian (or be specific)

Welfare, inner-city,
Underprivileged Do not use euphemisms for racial groups

Redskins Washington Football Team

48
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Guidelines for Achieving
Bias-Free Communication

Be aware of words, images and
situations that suggest that all or most
members of a group are the same.
Stereotypes often lead to assumptions that
are unsupportable and offensive.

Avoid qualifiers that reinforce
stereotypes. A qualifier is added information
that suggests what is being said is an
exception to what is expected.

49

More Guidelines for Achieving
1J_Bias-Free Communication

Be aware of the negative implications of color
symbolic words. Choose words that do not reinforce bias.
In some instances, blackand yellow have become associated
with the undesirable or negative.

Examples: b/ackhearted and yeiowcoward

Avoid patronizing language and tokenism toward any
racial or ethnic group.

Example: Once-a-year articles or special editions about a
particular group may be interpreted as cultural tokenism, especially
when such a group constitutes a large part of the community. This
approach may suggest that that racial or ethnic group is out of the
mainstream.

50
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More Guidelines for Achieving
Bias-Free Communication

Substitute substantive information for ethnic clichés.
Don’t let ethnic clichés substitute for in-depth
information.
Example: A person ofPacific Island heritage might
prefer to be asked about family history or real estate
experiences than about surfing or dance.

Review marketing media to see if all groups are fairly
represented.
Examples: Are persons portrayed in positions ofauthority a/most
invariably Japanese or Pacific Islander or white? Does marketing
media provide diverse racial role models?

51

The human mind, naturally
“discriminates”and can make you
imagine...

Black Dots White Dots 52
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...or even make a straiqht line,
ajpear crooked..

iii•ii
iiim•
iii•u
iii•im

••iiii
•ii• K

AC 4

L
U

Or a shape that’s not even there

53

Let’s Reinforce the Written Law,

____

Not the Person’s Color!

Start at the top and say the actual color, not the
written word.

The “Stroop Test,” invented by John Stroop in 1935,
psychologically tests our mental ability to stop one response in
order to do something else. 54

n,kit

iukit

I,rwi

1 rwr
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.,, Risky Behaviors--Verbal

• Derogatory comments based on gender, race,
national origin, religion, and others

• Suggestive or derogatory comments about
clothing or personal behavior

• Colloquial terms such as “ho,” “cougar,”
“breezy,” “more local,” “kitty”

• Terms of endearment like “honey,” “babe”
• References to an adult as “girl” or “boy” or

“doll” or “hunk”
• Sexuality or racially charged slurs or jokes
• Profanity

I Risky Behaviors—Verbal
!. Continued.

• Requesting sexual favors in exchange for
employment benefits

• Tales of one’s partner’s sexual inadequacies or
prowess

• Grunts, wolf whistles, catcalls, hoots, sucking noises,
lip-smacks and animal noises

• Graphic descriptions of pornography
• Obscene phone calls, texts or voicemails
• Lies or rumors about a person’s personal or sex life
• Requests for dates or sexual favors
• Sexual innuendos or stories
• Comments about a persons body or body part(s)

56
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_L Risky Behaviors--Physical

• Sexual assault
• Nonconsensual kissing, hugging, patting, stroking,

grabbing
• Leaning over or invading a person’s space
• Inappropriately touching a person or person’s clothing
• Accidentally brushing sexual parts of the body
• Uninvited neck or shoulder message
• Deliberately touching in a sexual nature, brushing up

against, pinching or patting
• Stalking

57

i, Risky Beha’ors—Non-Verbal

a Staring
a Making facial expressions of a sexual nature,

winking, licking lips
• Making derogatory gestures of a sexual

nature
• Giving sexually suggestive looks
• Looking someone up and down (elevator

eyes)
• Displays of demeaning, insulting or sexually

suggestive objects, pictures or photographs
(texts, emai Is, internet materia [s)

58
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Part III
. Reasonable Accommodation review

Pregnancy and Pregnancy Related
-reasonable amount of time off

Expressing milk in the work place
-clean, safe, private area-- not restroom

Disability (Physical or mental)
-essential functions of the job

Religious Practices or Beliefs
-flexible work schedules

Domestic or Sexual Violence Victims
-30 days unpaid leave; flexible schedule

59

How to provide Reasonable

___

Accommodations V,.::.,

N

> Making facilities accessible
V

; Job restructuring, modifying work schedules,
reassignment

‘ Acquiring or modifying equipment or devices

Adjusting examinations, training materials, or
policies

Providing qualified readers or interpreters

60
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Title I of the
Americans with Disabilities Act

Prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability,
including requirements relative to providing a
reasonable accommodation in employment and
services for disabled individuals

• 2010 amendments redefined terms and clarified intent
Refer to ADAA and Reasonable Accommodation

http:!/humanservices. hawaii.cjov

Accessibility to State Government by Persons with Disabilities

• Administrative Directive No. 12-06 Governor Neil Abercrombie
61

____

Definition of a “Disability”

> A physical or mental impairment
that substantially limits a major life
activity

> A record of such an impairment

Being regarded as having such an
impairment

62
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Disability
,, Illegal to:

• Refuse to hire, fire, penalize

• Limit, segregate, or classify

• Use prejudices of workers/clients

• Requires time away

• Retaliate

63

Disability Remember

• A qualified person with a permanent
physical or mental impairment that
substantially limits a major life activity

• Has a right to an effective reasonable
accommodation

64
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REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATION

A modification or adjustment to a job,
the work environment, or the way job
tasks are usually accomplished, to
enable a person with a disability to
perform the essential functions of a
job or position.

65

Reasonable Accommodation

_____

Review and Update

What’s Covered?

What’s Reasonable?

Who’s Responsible?

66
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Reasonable Accommodations for Employees and

____

Applicants for Employment (DHRD Policy)
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Pregnancy

• Pregnant women or women affected by
pregnancy must be treated in same manner

as other applicants or employees with same

abilities or disabilities
• Equal treatment

• An accommodation is an adjustment—

different treatment

• May be viewed as special treatment, but law
requires accommodation.
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Pregnancy or Related
Illegal to:

• Refuse to hire, fire, penalize
• Not allow to express breast milk (similar

to smoking breaks)
• Retaliate
• Use prejudices of workers/clients
• Requires time away

69

Pregnancy Related
Questions and Answers
Can DHS fire or require employee to take leave because of
performance problems?

Only if DHS first makes reasonable accommodation and
employee i still unable to petform.

• What are some examples of reasonable
accommodations?
• Time offfrom work for doctor appoi’itmens
• Sit instead ofstand
• Excuse from /assist in lifting
• Reassign to a vacancy (not usually recommended)
• Breaks/rest periods; dean/safe place to express milk
• Sick leave

70
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Disability
Reasonable Accommodation

NOT Examples -

• Eliminating an essential function

• Lowering standards

• Reassigning supervision

• Promoting to a higher or demoting to a
lower position

• Providing personal use items
• Creating “light duty” or new jobs

71

Disability
Examples Reasonable Accommodation

• Restructured job
• Modified or part-time schedule
• Modified policy or procedure
• Purchased/modified equipment
• Readers/interpreters or other auxiliary

aids/services
• Leaves of absence
• Reassignment to a vacancy (usually not

recommended)

72
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Physical or Mental Disability
• Jim was born with a club foot that makes him walk

with a limp. One day, Jim walked into the break
room as one of his co-workers, Tom, is in the middle
of imitating the way Jim walks while the other co
workers laugh. Jim complains to his supervisor.

• Tom’s behavior wasn’t discriminatory because he didn’t
mean to imitate Jim while Jim was around.

• True
• False

• Note: It doesn’t matter what Tom intended (isolated event;
violation of policy)

• What if you, as Jim’s and Tom’s supervisor witnessed Tom’s
imitation of Jim?
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Religious Practices

• Persons who request an adjustment for
their bona fide religious practice or
belief is due reasonable accommodation

• Bona fide—It is a sincerely held
religious practice or belief irrespective
of affiliation with an established church
or religion.
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Religious Practices
Illegal to: V

• Force participation or not

• More/less favorably VV

V V

- hire to include/exclude
V

VV

V

V

V

- use different requirements
- allow religious expression

• Retaliate —“business as usual”
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Religious Practices
;V!V Questions and Answers

• What constitutes an effective
accommodation?
An alternative that e/ñninates the conflict between a religious
practice and an employment/service requirement

• What are some examples of effective
reasonable accommodations?
• Leave for re/i’ious observances
• Time and/or a place to pray
• Ablilty to wear rel,zIous attire
• Restructuring work/schedules
• Vo/unta,y substitutes
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Religion
Protected Class!

____

Reasonable accommodation

• All aspects of religious observance and practice

• Reasonable accommodation (hardship not)
• Inappropriate behavior

• Antagonizing or ridiculing because of someone’s
religious beliefs

• Preaching or proselytizing to an employee and the
employee perceives that behavior to be unwanted and
offensive

77

ReIipJo

• Amani, who works in Personnel, files a formal
complaint that several co-workers are making fun of
the head covering she wears and often refer to her
as “camel jockey” or “Arab.”

• The derogatory remarks made by Amani’s co-workers
are creating a hostile work environment for her.

• True
• False

= What if they were made in front of her supervisor?
= What if the comments were made by her supervisor?
• What if the derogatory comments were made by a customer?
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Domestic or Sexual Violence
Victim Status

• Persons who provide verification and/or is
known to be a victim may request a
reasonable accommodation, such as:

• Changing contact information
• Screening telephone calls
• Restructuring job functions
• Changing work location
• Installing locks/security devices
• Flexible hours

79

Domestic or Sexual Violence Victim Status
Written Verification

• DHS may request written verification every 6 months from:

• Victim services organization
• Employee’s attorney/advocate
• Attorney/advocate of employee’s minor child
• Medical/health professional
• Clergy
• Police/court record

After being notified
• After having actual knowledge
• After receiving verification

Jf verified by a protective order with an expiration date, request only
after expiration of order or extensions, whichever is later.
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_I Overall Defense

• Undue Hardship—demonstrate that

accommodation would be disruptive,

fundamentally alter the operation, OR require

more than minimal or “administrative” cost:

(not generally applicable to State agencies)

• Nature and cost
• Financial resources
• Operations
• Number needing accommodation
• Existence of bona fide seniority
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Request for Auxiliary Aid
1JI (Services)

O. Dc

O *UXlUAflYAIOCS PRQ1PED

_______________________

O REASON(S) DENSE

O 4p,SththMSNNNNSO

_______________________

ON55, (SNOSORS,NNDS,A

______

A
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Overall Keys

• Requested
• Case-by-case
• Different
• Not usual and customary
• Not unfair; it is the law
• Interactive process
• Consideration of alternatives
• Effective
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Remember

• These requirements are to provide a balance
between DHS’ need to operate and society’s
need to have equality of opportunity, full
participation, and contributing members

• It’s the law.

• It’s your responsibility.
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Responsibilities
Supervisors and Managers

• Maintain a workplace free of
harassment, discrimination and
retaliation

• Take immediate and appropriate action
to ensure any wrongful behavior ceases

• As assigned, investigate complaints of
alleged violations of policies

85

Managers and Supervisors
ResponsibWties continued

• Prevent retaliation against the victim
and any witnesses
• Monitor work environment
• Instruct complainant and witnesses to

report incidents they feel are retaliatory
• Notices for victim and witnesses for

interviews
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Supervisors and Managers
Responsibilities continued
• Know who at DI-IS is designated to oversee

alleged discrimination and retaliation
complaints

• Report any alleged discrimination or
retaliation complaint to this individual

• Separate accused and alleged victim, if
necessary

• Assigned investigator must immediately
initiate investigation

• Take effective remedial action
• Document process
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,. Representing Management
• What does representing management mean?

Appropriate follow-up
- Following the chain of command when appropriate

Protecting management’s interest in harassment prevention
and litigation avoidance

a NOT
• Blind obedience
• Loyalty at the expense of others
• Ignoring a situation; hoping it will go away
• Excessive control
• Micro managing
• Creating barriers
• Silence to protect others
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Employees (non-supervisory)
Alleged harassment, discrimination and retaliation
complaints may be made to:

• Manager/Supervisor
• Civil Rights Compliance Officer
• DHRD EEO Manager
• Hawaii Civil Rights Commission
• Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
• Appropriate Funding Agency

• Those receiving alleged discrimination and retaliation
complaints must make sure that they are communicated to
the DHS Civil Rights Compliance Office.
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PartIV
Tools and Updates

• Language Encounter Reports & Tools
• Request for Auxiliary Aid (Services)
• Reasonable Accommodation (Employment)
• Discrimination Complaint Flowchart
• Investigation Report Template
• Translated Documents (10 languages)

http://humanservices.hawaii .gov Civil Rights
Corner
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Language Encounter Feedback
•

. DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
• Lmoo.s EaacaO.tar R.aaft
• bivision Branch Secton tin,O_._.__
• bane of Encounter

_____________________limo

of Enc0000en________________
• P10.00 th0a*dtthat.OOiF
• Lanouase E000Lr.0red:
• 0 Cantonese 0 Chuukeoe 0 Hawaiian 0 Ilokano 0 Japanese
• 0 Korean 0 Kosraean 0 LEP 000afSO Itepared 0 Mandarin
• 0 Marslaallese 0 Phonpalan 0 Pornugaaue 0 Samoan 0 Spanish
• 0 Tagalog 0 llral 0 Tongan 0 Vietanannese 0 Vioeyan
• 000rnn____________________________
• Was Oral Lansuase Ssruice Provided?
• OYES
• VllraOtaoe of irWaon&er?
• o paid ri-Person Oral lnserpreOan

OBySsaff
• 0 Within lob duty
• 0 volunteer from other division or unit
• 0 Conthalted lnserpreser
• 0 Via lnterpnenen Agenoy
• 0 Indaparldens tnsnopnener
• Olive Paid Talophonin Interpreter
• 0 Community Volurtean

0 Ordren

_____________________________

• 0 VES Wan a neiman dnoumert orally bonslated non an LOP person?
• Was ValaWin Lanouaoe SerVices (anansisted document) Providedn

• Osystaff
O WithIn lob duty

• 0 VolunVon from other diurnion or unit
• 0 ConOeaoted Toanislatan

• Otha Translulsoo Alnnnn
• OlcdTModaro
• 0 Coanronraly VdurBaan
• Otm

________________________

umenB THe:_____________________________
• Wan tho Cr51 anWalOar Sanutnutsi P,nu4d
• 0 Oatnsardng OdwHleathe 0 N0000neloabth
• Pleaoa use recnss ode to ecplnin how tendon could be improved. TMANIK YOU. 91

LOA.DFth 7.10.14

Further Information . -

—
• gwatts@dhs hawaii gov

• Federal Guidelines http://wvIwiep.gov

• Hawaii Revised Statutes

http://www.doh.gov/ola

• DHS Policy and Procedures 4.10.1-4 (2014)

• http://humanserviceshawaii.gov
(Civil Rights Corner)

• Write: PERS/CRCS

P. 0. 339
Honolulu, HI 96809-0339 92
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__

What will yOU do differently?

• What specific actions will you take as a
result of increased awareness?

How will you change the way you work with
clients? Employees?

Create a list of what you will do differently and put
it into action.

93

r’L Civil Rights Compliance Office

• Geneva Watts

• Phone: 808 586-4955
• gwatts@dhs.hawaii.gov
• Fax: 808 586-4990
• DHSCivilRightsBox@dhshawaiLgov
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Civil Rights Awareness
2015_Trning Confirmation

I confirm that my supervisor and I have reviewed this Civil Rights
Awareness Training as required by the Department of Human Services
no later than February 27. 2015.

hmploye- Name glinted) Signature Due

Sirpersisorn None tprrnttd) Supeisivor s SinaIure Dale

Pleas collect by Division alph hetize by last name, and send to PERS/CRCS no later than March 20. 2015.

Division Adimmntrator/Statt Offlccr Date
Sign lure

95
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